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Dear Parents,
As I write this we seem to be seeing an upswing in the cases of
Covid-19 in SW Nebraska. Please inform our school office staff
if you or a family member has, or may have, the corona virus. I
have heard too many stories where someone was not forthcoming with their school or place of work and thereby put others at
risk.
Our goal is to keep St. Patrick School open for your children to attend classes.
This will take everyone’s cooperation. This will also require sacrifices at times.
That is putting aside our own personal desires for the good of your family, school
and community.
I have a theory, is litter a strange barometer of society and concern for others?
Hear me out.
















October 1—Confessions
1:00 Dismissal
Parent/Teacher Conferences
October 2—No School
October 7—Faculty Meeting
October 12—No School
Volleyball Tournament @ Trenton
2:00 vs Hitchcock Co./Wa-Pa/
Dundy Co.-Stratton
October 13—Volleyball Game @
Maywood Triangular 1:00 p.m.
October 14—8th Grade Photo
Walking Field Trip
15—3rd Grade to Arboretum 1:00
p.m.
October 16—End of 1st Qtr.
October 17—Volleyball Tournament @ Benkelman vs. Dundy Co.Stratton/Chase Co. & Southwest
9:00 a.m.
October 20—VB vs. Southwest @
Bartley—2:30 p.m.
October 21—Faculty Meeting
October 22—Picture Re-takes

Go to https://www.stpatsmccook.com/
st--patrick-elementary-school for Newsletters, Menus, Calendars, Policies and
more.

I have made a common mistake and added to roadside trash. Most memorable was
a meal at a restaurant when I lived in North Platte.
Cont. Pg. 2

Thank you to the
Knights of Columbus
and all who purchased
Lucky Irish Calendars
or contributed to the
purchase of our new
Little Knights bus.
Wow! It’s wonderful!
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A Message from Fr. Brethour, cont. from pg 1:

but to
love God and be united with him, this giving of
oneself brings about fulfillment and joy to the truly
giving person. We see here that his primary motive is the
‘other’: to love the other and bring joy to the other, not to
himself; happiness is merely the fruit. So when one is truly
holy then one also becomes truly happy.”

The meal was excellent and the portions were large. I put
part of my delicious meal in a Styrofoam box to take home. I
looked forward to enjoying it the next day for lunch.
I put the box on top of my car as I struggled to get my car
keys out of my pocket. I then got in the car and drove off. As
I reached highway speed on a busy 4 lane road I saw the flash
of white in the review mirror. Sure enough, I had forgotten
my meal on the top of the car. It was now scattered refuse or
litter on the highway. Traffic was too heavy to stop and try
to gather it off the driving lanes. Rats.

“The proper questions when making choices in life should
be: ‘Where can I truly love? Where can I truly glorify and
please God? Where can I truly become a saint? Where can I
truly be holy?’ The choice one makes after proper discernment will be where you will find true happiness; but it is not
the happiness of the senses and of the world but the happiness that is from God; we call this type of happiness, joy. It
is spiritual, peaceful, and truly deep. This joy remains in a
person even though he may find himself under difficult external circumstances and trials, as seen during the time of
the martyrs. The search for true happiness should be the
search for this spiritual joy that comes from God which when
discovered is the will of God. ‘Go where you will be happy,’
should mean seeking the joy which comes from God and
which is the fruit of living a life meaningful and pleasing to
God; a life of authentic love.”

But all too often we can see what seems to be more than just
a stupid accident like my “to go box” left of the car top.
Throwing trash out for others to deal with is an interesting
social commentary. Not sure what it means, but I am sure it
is not good. Does it demonstrate an “I don’t care about others” attitude? Mad at the world? Drunk? Not sure what the
reasons for the behavior is. Not real sure what the answer is.
But I suspect a solid Christ centered education and lifestyle
(routine of daily prayer, and Sunday worship) is a large part
of the change of mind and heart needed to reverse a selfish
mindset. (Thank you to our High School CYO group for
their highway little clean up project.”

I pray that St. Patrick School helps end the “litter” problem.
That is a life lived just for self. I pray St. Patrick School helps
you form your children to be saints. By the grace of God our
hearts are changed to live a life focused on God and neighbor. That is a life of real joy.

I have been reading a book from a priest in the Philippines.
The book tells of his spiritual journey and call to the priesthood. Let me share a little with you from pp 183-185. It
may help make the point regarding the difference living for
others makes, rather than the all too common selfishness
(which we all battle.)
“’Whenever I asked people
‘whether we were created
first and foremost by God
to be happy,’ the answer I
usually get is positive. I tell
them that they are wrong.
God created us first and
foremost to be holy, that
is, to answer his invitation
to transcend ourselves in
order to give ourselves in
love to him; happiness is
merely the effect of this
union with God.”
“…Since we were created
not to be absorbed with
ourselves
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PRINCIPAL’S MESSAGE
BY MRS. REBECCA REDL

Once again, I want to thank you for your continued support
of our school and staff. Our students and staff have done a
tremendous job adhering to the ‘new’ rules of school. By
following the DHM’s, we are doing our best to stay healthy
and keep our school open. I know we are beginning to tire
of these regulations, but with the new surge of Covid-19,
we must stay the course. Please continue to daily access your
student’s health, make sure to send their masks and water
bottles to school each day, and of course, stay home if you
or your student is sick.

From an issue in Today’s Catholic Teacher’s (Fall 2017,
Volume 51, Number 1), I read an article that I thought
helped get our students back into the swing of things. Security and Self-Confidence gave parents 10 tips in helping their
children build a sense of trust, emotional safety, and confidence.
1. Help your child create a balanced schedule.
2. Establish household routines to begin and end the day
in calm.
3. Show supervising interest in your child’s homework.

School is in full swing and we are off to a great start. Teachers and students are settling into their routines, getting to
know one another, and working hard every day. Keep up
your hard work. Parents please keep encouraging your students to do their homework, come in for extra help, and to
always do their very best. Together we can work to have a
great year.

4. Be positive about school and learning. Support teacher decisions and directives, and keep lines of communication open.
5. Be available to your child. Stay emotionally alert.
6. Keep your appointments
7. Be kind but firm.
8. Plan ahead.
9. Cultivate family spirit.
10. Make it clear that you do not expect perfection—
that mistakes are a valuable part of life—but you do
expect sincere effort.
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MRS. JENIFER JACOBS
LIBRARIAN
CHALLENGE
Challenge! What a great word. Its meaning is even more
thought provoking. A challenge is something that puts you to
test. A really hard workout, reading a tough book, studying for
a hard test, parenting, and sometimes just being yourself. It’s
something that you’re not quite sure you can do.
My son recently wrote a paper on a challenging time in his life
and how he can now see the good that came from it. This time
was here at St. Patrick School and a particular class was said
challenge. When he wrote of this time he didn’t regret accepting the challenge he had. In fact, he wrote about it because it
turned out to be one of the best things he did. We are living in a
challenging and troublesome time, and sometimes it can seem
overwhelming. His paper reminded me of the fruit that comes
from perseverance. The steadfastness in doing something despite difficulty! In this world things can be difficult and we all
are challenged in some way. God is always there even when the
challenge may seem too great. Saint Paul tells us …We are afflicted in every way, but not crushed; perplexed, but not driven
to despair; persecuted, but not abandoned; struck down, but
not destroyed. (2 Cor. 4: 8-9)
If there is something that is putting you to the test remember
God produces fruit from our perseverance!

5

MRS. LARA STEWART
KINDERGARTEN

• Kindergarten Class Studies •
• Germs •

We have discovered that Kindergarten is hard work! Our main
focus had been identifying and correctly writing our letters and
numbers. Please remind your child that we write left to right,
top to bottom. We also need to make sure we are holding our
pencil correctly. In religion we are discussing the sign of the
cross, creation and angels. We are doing a very good job paying
attention in Mass! In math we have been sorting objects in different ways. In science we are learning about germs and how to
not spread them. We have grown some very interesting germs!
Look at our pictures! Please watch the weather and send jackets
as it starts to cool off. We will continue to have recess outside
even when it is cold. Please have your child practice tying their
shoes. Have a great autumn!
#1 Swab from the carpet. Also put triple
antibiotic ointment on part of it.

#2 Left side swab from a hand before
washing with soap. Right side swab after
#3 Swab from a mouth. White on the bottom
is toothpaste.

#4 Swab from the bottom of a shoe.
GROSS!!

#5 Culture from yogurt.
6
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The
Kindergarten class
made
nurse’s
caps
as they
studied
the
Letter

N

Kindergarten Recess

Temperature checks are conducted each morning as students arrive
and once again at their lunch time.
7
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MRS. AMANDA PETERSON
1ST GRADE
Wow….where does time go! It seems like school
just started and now we are already at the beginning
of fall! September was sure a busy month in first
grade. We have been busy in math building numbers with base ten blocks and learning greater than
and less than. We have been learning about weather, seasons, and storms in science. We have read
some fun stories in reading and the have many new
words on our high frequency list!! **Remember, it
is very important to study those sight words! These
are words that should be read quickly.
The highlight of each week is when we get to do
our Reading Centers on Wednesday, Thursday, and
Friday. We have worked very hard and making this
time successful and fun for everyone, and the kids
are just doing awesome! Thank you so much to
Mrs. Smith for being in our room to help during
this time – she is such a blessing to our school.
The kids have been doing AWESOME
reading at home and filling out their reading logs.
They are working hard at becoming fluent readers
and I can tell they are improving! There is always
lots of excitement in the room when the kids return
a completed reading log and the students are anxious to see what their next reward will be! So keep
reading! Remember, the reading log is also for stories that you read to your child as it is very important for kids to listen to others model good
reading too!!

Brekkan and Bentley practice reading out
loud to each other.
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MS. KHALEY LEE
2ND GRADE
Hello from second grade! I cannot believe that it is the
end of September already! Time flies when you’re having
fun!
It has been an exciting time in science learning about
Earth. Conservation is the big focus, and we discussed
different ways to reduce, reuse, and recycle. We will
switch our focus to Earth’s surface followed by the sun,
moon, and Earth.
In social studies we are learning about people and communities long ago. The students have been fascinated talking about the 13 colonies. We will finish the unit by
learning about westward expansion and significant individuals.
We are moving right along in
Math, we reviewed concepts
from 1st grade, and we are moving on to place value, and ordering numbers. We will be sending
flash cards home, so that the students can become more fluent
with their addition and subtrac-

9
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MRS. LINDA BREWSTER

3RD GRADE
2ND GRADE RELIGION

We have made it to October and are still in school! Yippee!!! We are praying
we can continue to stay healthy and in school! Thank you to all of the families that donated chocolate for you Fall Festival baskets. Be sure to look at
them and bid on the parish website. We completed our study of the 7 continents by making maps of the continents using homemade playdough. We
have completed the 2nd chapter in math on rounding and number order. Our
next chapter is on addition. We will be adding up to 4 digits. It would be
helpful if you practice the basic addition facts at home. We have been learning about the many grasses of Nebraska. We will be taking a field trip to the
new McCook Arboretum on October 15. Two employees of the NRCS
(Natural Resources Conservation Service)
will be there to teach and show us the Arboretum. Thank you Mrs. Spencer for driving
the bus for our trip!

3rd grade students studied
the 7 continents and then
created maps with homemade play-doh.
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MRS. TAMA KAIN
4TH GRADE
Autumn is in the air, and the brisk mornings seem energize the students. I love the way they pop into my room
with big smiles and full of exciting stories that they can’t
wait to share. They are moving along nicely in their
studies. In math they finished up a chapter on rounding,
estimating, adding and subtracting numbers in the millions. Being introduced to sentence diagramming has
excited them in English. Already they can diagram subjects, action and linking verbs, direct objects, and subject complements. The students are learning about salvation history and have learned that Jesus came through
Judah’s line. These students are good readers but some
of them are choosing not to read in their free time.
Please keep them on track so they can earn their AR
points which will be figured into their reading grade.
Thank you, parents, for supporting our fall festival basket with your donations!

4th Grade Flower Lab
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FR. BRIAN WIRTH
5—6 RELIGION

May the Lord’s blessings be upon you! I hope that the
beginning of the fall season has brought some much needed consolation in these challenging times. That being said,
it is hard to believe that it is already October! Thankfully,
as we continue to be physically present at school, the academic calendar is moving right along, which is truly a
great thing. It has been a joy and privilege to be teaching
5th/6th Grade Religion here at St. Pat’s. Specifically, one
of the privileges I have this year is the opportunity to prepare your kids for the Sacrament of Confirmation. This,
too, will be here before we know it! Fr. Brethour and I
are still looking at the calendar for a potential date, but it
looks like it will be toward the end of November/early
December, so please keep an eye out for this! It is an exciting time for the 5th & 6th graders. Along with the Confirmation curriculum, we have been learning a lot about
the Lives of the Saints as they continue to prayerfully
consider their Confirmation Saints.

15

Moreover, the students and I are also preparing to go
on a Confirmation Retreat at Camp Kateri on Saturday
October 3rd. This will be a great opportunity for our students to not only learn more about the Sacrament of Confirmation, but too, it will be a great way to meet many
other students and teachers from across the Diocese.
And so, as we continue to prepare for the Sacrament
of Confirmation, please keep an eye out for any/all announcements and meetings that will be coming up in the
near future and if you haven’t already, please continue to
prayerfully consider and select Confirmation Sponsors as
well as review the 92 Questions with your son/daughter
as they prepare for the grace-filled outpouring of the Holy
Spirit!
Thank you for all that you do! May God bless each of our
wonderful families.
Come Holy Spirit!
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MS. TAYLOR GEISLER

5TH GRADE HOMEROOM
MATH GRADES 5 & 6
READING 6 & 7
ADVANCED READING 8
5th Math
The fifth graders have been busy working through Unit 1.
They flew by place value through billions with no trouble at
all. Rounding and estimate snuck in just about every lesson
and we will continue to use these skills as the units progress. We are just finishing up multiplying multi-digit numbers. I imagine with how well the multiplication process is
going we will be moved on to dividing here soon. I’ve noticed we are all a bit rusty with our multiplication facts so
there will be several opportunities to improve within the
next few weeks. I’m very
impressed with the fifth
grade and their ability to
recall different mathematical processes learned
months ago. I’m enjoying
getting to know each student, they are a great
bunch!
6th Math
In sixth grade math we
have been quickly refreshing our minds of the basic
mathematical skills needed for the rest of the year.
We have finished up
working with decimals in
adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing with small
stops here and there to clarifying things learned last year.
Right now we are analyzing and creating data sets and
graphs of many types. Patience and preciseness have been
key concepts while working with larger data sets and detailed graphs. Next up we will be moving onto the concept
of patterns and variables.
6th Reading
We are finishing up Collection 1 which covers the
topic of facing fears. In this collection we have read and
discussed several different readings from that of informational texts to poems to short stories. The students have

been doing a great job of getting involved in our conversations over the ideas and events presented in each reading.
Major concepts we’ve reviewed while reading different
genres of texts include theme, main idea, and plot. They
did a wonderful job with our first major writing assignment, responding to literature. Soon we will be moving
onto drafting argumentative essays over animal and human
interactions.
7th Reading
In seventh grade reading the students finished up
reading the first collection covering the topic of bold actions. Within this collection we’ve analyzed different types
of readings including short stories, news articles, editorials,
tv interviews, poems, and Greek myths. I’ve enjoyed discussing with the students their thoughts
about different bold
actions taken by the
main subjects in each
reading. I was very
much impressed with
their first larger writing assignment where
they assigned a fictional
narrative. I just never
quite know what their
imaginations will come
up with!
8th Reading
The first few weeks
the eighth graders read
the novel My Ántonia by Willa Cather. As we have been
reading we have also been analyzing character traits, settings, and themes, while also learning new vocabulary from
the literature. They have agreed there were certain spots in
the book that were challenging to read and understand but
overall the first novel went over well. We are in the middle
of our second novel Anne Frank: The Diary of a Young
Girl. We will be spending a bit more time on this novel
discussing and analyzing in more detail. The students have
been doing a great job working hard to stay caught up in
the readings and contributing during our discussions.
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MRS. TONI GERVER
K—8 PHYSICAL
EDUCATION

Welcome back to school. I’m so glad we are finally in a routine of sorts again. Thank you for sharing your children with us here at Saint Patrick. I
missed your children so much. I love being outside with them watching them interact and do
healthy, wholesome activities. We have spent
most of our time on fundamentals, catching and
throwing, kicking. We have played a number of
old favorite games. We have been enjoying just
being outside.

6TH GRADE HOMEROOM
READING GRADE 5—8
ENGLISH 5—8

It is hard to believe that September has almost come and
gone – time sure flies! I’m excited to share a small snippet
of what we have learned in our classroom.

To kick start our year in 5th and 8th grade reading, we hosted
a “Book Tasting” to explore different types of genres. It was
a hands-on, multisensory activity that led to the students
setting personal reading goals for the school year. In 5th
grade, we are working on a commercial as we try to
“sell’ our book and convince others to read it. We are also
polishing up on our phonics (decoding), learning new vocabulary, practicing fluency and applying comprehension skills
as we read our weekly short stories and complete a verbal or
written response to literature (RTL). In 8th grade, we are
working on a “book talk” as we creatively share with each
other a book from our book challenge that we hope others
will like to read. We focus weekly on vocabulary, fluency
and comprehension as we read short stories in our textbook
and complete a verbal or written RTL. We also learned all
about popcorn predictions and how to annotate what we
have read. Please ask your student to share with you what
he/she has learned!

In English 5-8, we have been working hard to develop writing skills through hands-on, discovery learning. One of the
highlights from this month was Grammar Boot Camp, which
was a thorough, interactive, and collaborative review of
grammar. We advanced our writing skills by learning indepth information regarding narrative writing. This came to
life through the student’s personal narratives, which were
later celebrated at a publishing party! Students were able to
read their narrative aloud if desired before hanging up their
masterpiece in the hallway. Next, we completed a ‘Gallery
Walk’ that consisted of reading other’s narratives and giving
wonderful shout-outs on the work they had published. It
was so neat to see how excited they were to share their
writing and also provide positive feedback to their peers
(photos on following page.) Be sure to stop by during parent
-teacher conferences and read a few narratives, as they did I am looking forward to seeing each of you at parent-teacher
conferences and can’t wait to brag about how great your
an incredible job bringing their ideas to life. In the meankiddos are!
time, stay tuned to hear how we apply Evidence-Based
Writing!
17
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Students spent almost three weeks on learning
about narratives and then wrote a personal narrative. We had a publishing party where those
who wanted to could share an excerpt from their
story with the class. ALL grades then hung up
their papers in the hallway and we took a walk to
read the writing pieces. Everyone was given 2
sticky notes to read 2 different papers (across the
grade levels) and write a positive comment
about that paper. It was the most amazing thing
to watch. So proud of these students!

18
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2020-2021 Student Council
The 5th – 8th graders elected their Student Council members earlier this month. The President is
Jackson, Vice-President is Zachary, the Secretary is Natalie, the Historian is Rebecca P., the
Treasure is Emma G., the 8th grade Representatives are Aubrey and Rebecca K. The 7th grade
Representatives are Gabe, Laney, and Jaylea.
The 6th grade Representatives are Lee and Hayden. Congratulations to all! (not pictured Laney)
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MRS. DEONNE HINZ
ART K—8 COMPUTER 5—8

K – 8th Grade Art

5th – 8th Grade Computers

First off I want to say thank you to all my awesome students
here at Saint Patrick School. If it was not for you I would
not be the teacher I am today if not for your willingness to
be the wonderful creative students you are. Working on
creativity throughout the school year, the students work
hard, striving to think outside the box as much as possible,
not only in the art room but in other areas of their education as well. We were able to take 7th and 8th grade students
to a wonderful art exhibit at McCook Community College
this past month and discussed how unique and create each
one of use can be when creating art.

In 5th though 8th grade computers, students will be focusing
on improving their typing accuracy using a web base program called Typing Club. This is a free program that is fun
and the student are able to access their account from any
internet capable device.
In 7th and 8th grade computers, students apply their typing
skills from the previous years to complete application based
assignments, where the students use specific instruction to
complete an assignment using our Microsoft Office programs available in the computer lab.
As a reminder all 5th -8th grade students have a school issued
account called Office 365 and Powerschool Learning. These
are internet based program that allows a student to save,
create, and complete assignments at home without having
to install any Microsoft program software on your home
device. (Unless you are using an iPad). Some of the things
to remember is that students can only access Office 365 on
an internet connected device. When done with using to account at home the student must sign out of their account,
otherwise they will not be able to access their account when
in school. As our school moves forward with new technology having the ability to utilize what is available to your student outside of the school is important.

In teaching children how to think more creatively and with
greater concentration, there are ten strategies I use in a
classroom;
1. Be a good observer. See the obvious and take in all the
details and facts.
2. Broaden the vision of each student by exploring alternatives and looking to other things.
3. Look to the past and learn from it. Use ideas from artists
of the past or traditions.
4. Make comparisons and look for patterns, trends, and diversions.
5. Be open to the unexpected. Allow yourself to think about
something different or from a different point of view.
6. Allow your imagination to enter into the picture.
7. Ask lots of “what if” questions related to things such as:
substitution, rearranging, reversing, simplifying.
8. Always focus on the bigger picture.
9. Consider combining ideas or making connections.
10. Learn from your mistakes and keep asking, “Is this
good? Is this the best I can do?”
Just a quick reminder: 8th grade will be going on their photography field trip in October. Each student will need a digital camera that they will use for this really fun art unit. Using a camera is best but if necessary student might be able to
use other devices but they must be able to download their
pictures to a windows program or email them to Mrs. Hinz.
Cell phones are not allowed to be used as their camera during this field trip.
20

I’m so grateful we are still in school with face to face instruction!
The Music room has been a ‘happening’ place the past month. The
different general/vocal music classes have been working on such
things as steady beat, moving to music, meters of 2 and 3, melodic
movement, and expression.

Knights News
MRS. LORI
HILKER
VOCAL MUSIC K-8

Due to Covid 19, we are not sharing supplies such as rhythm sticks
and other percussion instruments, so Mrs. Hilker made individual
rhythm kits. They contain shaker eggs, a jingle stick, scrapers, pencils
for rhythm/drum sticks.

Thank you for the photographs Mrs. Hiker!

Creativity is a big part of arts education. To that end the 2nd grade students are writing their own Tall Tales. The 3rd graders have been
working in groups to create and perform their own rap songs. 6th
graders worked on the iPads in the Garage Band program to create
various tracks for a composition. What a blast!
The 5th grade band students are busy learning to play new notes and
making them sound good. It’s a lot of hard work to read the music,
coordinate changing hand positions, keeping their airstream moving,
learning new rhythms, and have everyone stay together. They are doing a great job! The older band students are working on fundamentals
such as scales, better rhythm reading and counting, tone production
and sound quality.
First grade with their rhythm kits.
Due to Covid 19 restrictions, rhythm instruments
cannot be shared between classes in the Music room.
Mrs. Hilker made individual rhythm kids for the students.
Pool noodles as scrapers and/or drums
2 unsharpened pencils for rhythm sticks/drum sticks,
2 Easter eggs with beads for shakers
1 jingle stick
21
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Recently
Mrs. Hilker
and her 2nd
grade students went
on a walk
around the
block listening tour.
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MRS. LANAE FRITSCH

100 Years 1919—2019

EIGHTH HOMEROOM,
SOCIAL STUDIES 5—8; SCIENCE 5 &

7th Civics
The 7th graders are studying the foundations of our government. I know sounds really boring, but we are working
in several different projects and looking forward to our
group debates. I am amazed at the caliber of debaters we
have in the 7th grade. They do not like to back down from
a good debate. With the election just one month away, we
have been reviewing our “Rights to Vote”, our “Three
Branches of the Government”, and the history behind our
“Freedoms and Liberties”. The 7th grade civics class will be
in charge of the voting for president in the school. We will
have our own voting booth and each student will get the
chance to cast their own vote! The 7th graders are pretty
excited about the upcoming election. They ask that you all
take the time to get out and VOTE! The 7th graders are
working on their own “Bill of Rights” for the school. They
will be displayed on the wall outside of Mrs. Fritsch’s
room when they are completed.

Social Studies 5th
The 5th graders finished up with Native American studies
and also completed our Native American Culture Structures. We have displayed our Inuit, Anasazi, and Mound
Builder structures in the front lobby of the school. The 5th
graders did an amazing job on this project. If you get a
chance, stop in and see them. Now, the 5th graders are
studying about the Native Americans of North America,
Spanish and English colonies, the Pilgrims and Puritans in
New England and the daily life of each of these colonies.
Then we will travel on in our studies and explore life in
the Eastern Hemisphere.
Social Studies 6th
The 6th graders finished up their History Day projects of
the United States and displayed them in the gym. They did
a fantastic job on their reports and display boards. They
have completed their study on the four regions of the
United States and those projects are displayed on the wall
outside of Mrs. Fritsch’s classroom. We will be moving
into Canada and then into Mexico. This will complete our
study of North America.

Social Studies 8th
The 8 graders are right in the middle of the Civil War.
We did our research on different battles and also important people of the Civil War and then reported it in
our Alphabet books. We will display these along with our
replicas of the different battles when they are completed.
Veterans Day is November 11th and we will be making
Veterans Day cards for our special veterans.
th
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EIGHTH HOMEROOM,
SOCIAL STUDIES 5—8; SCIENCE 5 &
5th Grade Science
The fifth grade science class started out this year
with studying cells of plants and animals. We have
moved into the next chapter of life cycles of plants
and animals, reproduction, traits, and heredity. If
your fifth grade student asks you what color of eyes,
hair, height, or any other traits from your family and
ancestors, this would be why. We are making a trait
and heredity tree. Next we will move into the ecosystems and then into Earth and its resources.
6th Grade Science
The 6th grade science students are studying microorganisms, fungi, and plants. I know it sounds boring,
but right now we are studying bacteria and viruses.
This is very interesting for the 6th graders since the
corona virus pandemic. We are studying the characteristics
of viruses and bacteria. Next we will be researching the
characteristics of Fungi and the different types of algae. We
will finish this section up with the characteristics of plants
and seeds with pollination and fertilization. We will also be

in lab more next month with dissecting different plants. I
know the 6th graders are looking forward to more lab
work.
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MRS. GALE SLATTERY
HEAD COOK
I can’t believe it’s October already! This school year is just
used for this free program is only
flying by! There have been a lot of changes this year. We
set to run thru December or until
have always maintained a clean and sanitary kitchen and
funds run out. Once that happens
dining room. But with the pandemic issues we have implewe will return to paid lunch. Also,
mented even more stringent cleaning procedures. Our
please remember that seconds, exlunch time volunteers have truly been a Godsend! They
tra milk and milk with a cold lunch are still being charged
have graciously stepped up to the plate and have gone
to you at $0.50 each. This is not covered by any of the proabove and beyond to help us keep things running
grams. Please be aware of this so you aren’t surprised
smoothly. Thank you to all of them!
if your child brings home a lunch bill.
Sorry, the food
In addition to the increased
Let’s pray that the pandemic will soon be over! It
you ordered is
not
available!
disinfecting of surfaces we have
would sure be nice to return to “normal”!
had to deal with changes in availGod Bless and have a beautiful autumn! Get out
ability of food and supplies. We
and enjoy the fall colors!
appreciate everyone’s understanding when we have to change the menu.
Supplies have been hit or miss as to whether
we can get things when we need them. It has
also led us to try an occasional new product.
The waivers from the USDA have allowed us
to serve free lunch to all students for the time being. However, I would encourage any family that wishes to apply for
free or reduced lunches to do so. The money that is being
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MR. ZACH WIESER
7th HOMEROOM; 7—8
SCIENCE
7—8 MATH; 8 ALGEBRA
BOYS BASKETBALL COACH
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one, so we will spend just a little bit of extra time
on that as we make our way through our second
chapter, which leads us to solving some basic one step
equations and inequalities.
7th Science

7 Math
th

In 7th grade math the students have been working extremely hard to master key math concepts such as integers and
decimals. We just finished our chapter 1 test, and I was
pleased with how the students did. This year we have already spent a lot of time practicing our skills on IXL as
well.
Algebra
In Algebra the students have impressed me so much. Having missed the 4th quarter of their 7th grade year, and then
completely skipping their 8th grade year of math, I was
worried about how they would adjust to high school level
math. All of them have worked so hard and are doing absolutely fantastic. We have made it through our chapter on
solving equations and are about to finish our chapter on
solving inequalities. This will lead us into functions and
graphing linear equations.
8th Math
In 8th grade math, students are working so hard to be successful this year. I really have been pleased with all the
questions they are asking and the level of success they have
had so far. We are currently working on solving expressions with integers and that has proved to be a difficult

In 7th science the students are off to a great start! We have
spent our time working on astronomy. We just finished a
lab where the students were able to simulate the light of a
star. They used batteries and a bulb from a flashlight to
simulate this. We are working our way through chapter 3
in our textbooks with a test coming up soon. We have
learned about space, the origin of astronomy, stars, telescopes, and the universe as a whole. The chapter we are
currently on is teaching us all about the Solar System. The
7th graders even found out that a catholic priest was the
founder of the big bang theory!
8th Science
In 8th science, the students have been doing fantastic. We
have done a lab about freezing and boiling points. We also
did a lab to determine the differences of chemical and
physical properties. Both labs were hits! In our books we
are working our way through Chapter 3 and are getting
close to taking the test over that. The 8th graders have
learned about the properties of matter, the states of matter, and now all about elements, compounds and mixtures. Next we are beginning our chapter on atoms and the
atomic theory!
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Saint Patrick School thanks the McCook Arts
Council for their generous grant to our art
department. In dealing with the pandemic,
the need to have individual supplies for students was apparent. The McCook Arts
Council gifted the school $1,000 for students
to create using individualized tools and materials under the direction of art instructor
Deonne Hinz. We are proud of our art department, and grateful to the McCook Arts
Council for their generosity.
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News of the Little Knights
MS. LAURA MILLER
PRESCHOOL TEACHER
VOLLEYBALL COACH
It has been a CRAZY first month
at Little Knights! We are learning
lots and having so much fun!
The preschoolers have been focusing on the learning the letters
in their name. We’ve also learned
about colors, shapes, and worked
on developing our fine motor
skills. We talked about different
things you can do to be kind to
other people and things. The preschoolers are still getting used to
the school routine.
The prek kiddos have been focused on learning our numbers 110. We’ve worked on counting
and sorting different shapes and
objects too. The kids have also
been learning how to write their
names starting their letters at the
top. One day we made a new
friend on the rug and named him

Mat Man. We talked
about our new season, Fall, and how
the weather is changing! We’ve read scholastic magazines about
feelings and apples. In
the 3 day class we
celebrated Caroline's birthday!
We also want to give a big
THANK YOU to the Knights of
Columbus for our NEW PRESCHOOL BUS!!! We absolutely
LOVE IT!!!!
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Preschool Using Q tips
to paint their names.

Learning
About
Fall
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Our new
bus is
wonderful!
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Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu
1 Hot Dog on Bun
Baked Beans
Sweet Potato Fries
Fruit
Milk

Fri
2

Sat
3

NO

SCHOOL
4

5 Chicken Nuggets 6 Walking Taco
Baked Beans
Beans
Sweet Potato Fries
Salsa
Fruit
Fruit
Dinner Roll or Muffin
Churro
Milk
Milk

7

11

12

13 Pulled Pork on
Bun
Baked Beans
Sweet Potato Puffs
Fruit
Milk

NO
SCHOOL

Roast Chicken
Mashed Potatoes
Vegetable
Fruit
Dinner Roll
Milk

8 Cabbage Pocket
Casserole
Vegetable
Fruit
Dinner Roll
Milk

9 Cheese Ravioli
Spaghetti Sauce
Salad
Fruit
Breadstick
Milk

10

14 Scallop Potatoes
Ham
Vegetable
Fruit
Dinner Roll
Milk

15 Chicken Parmesan 16
Omelet
Pasta & Spaghetti
Breakfast Cookie
Sauce
Hashbrown
Salad
Fruit
Fruit
Juice
Milk
Milk

17

18

19 Pancake Wrap
Yogurt
Hashbrown
Fruit
Juice
Milk

20 Meatballs
Pasta & Spaghetti
Sauce
Salad
Fruit
Garlic Bread
Milk

21 Mandarin Orange
Chicken
Fried Rice
Vegetables
Fruit
Dinner Roll
Milk

22 Hamburger on
Bun
Baked Beans
French Fries
Fruit
Milk

23 Cheese Pizza
Baby Carrots
Vegetable
Fruit
Milk

24

25

26 Hot Dog on Bun
Baked Beans
French Fries
Fruit
Birthday Cake
Milk

27 Chicken & Rice
Casserole
Vegetable
Fruit
Dinner Roll
Milk

28

29

30 PBJ or Tuna Salad
Sandwich
Salad
Vegetable
Fruit
Milk

31

Goulash
Vegetable
Fruit
Monster Cookie
Milk

COOK’S
CHOICE

*Menu Subject to Change*
This institution is an equal opportunity provider.

Go to https://www.stpatsmccook.com/st--patrick-elementary-school for Newsletters, Menus, Calendars, Policies and more.
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